Support for Successful Transportation Asset Management (TAM)

NHI's recently updated TAM courses can help your transportation agency provide reliable and transparent management practices and excellent customer service, even with limited resources. We dive into the specifics of three TAM courses (Developing a Transportation Asset Management Plan, Introduction to Financial Planning for Transportation Asset Management, and Financial Planning for Transportation Asset Management) in the latest issue of FHWA's Public Roads.
NHI continually releases new courses and updates existing offerings based on new technologies, best practices and industry advancements. Take a look at the latest course listings and select from the links below to browse a specific program area.

**Asset Management**
Financial Planning for Transportation Asset Management
Introduction to Transportation Asset Management with Workshop
Developing a Transportation Asset Management Plan

**Business, Public Admin, and Quality**
Conducting Effective Program Reviews

**Design and Traffic Operations**
Access Management: Fundamental Principles and Application
Access Management: Fundamental Principles, Application, and Computation

**Environment**
Fundamentals of Environmental Justice

**Geotechnical**
Soil Nail Walls

**Highway Safety**
Developing Quality Crash Modification Factors

**Hydraulics**
SRH-2D Model Data files, Diagnostics & Verifying 2D Model Results
Model Terrain Development with Various Data Sources

**Structures**
Strut-and-Tie Modeling (STM) for Concrete Structures
Safety Inspection of In-Service Bridges for Professional Engineers
Tunnel Safety Inspection Refresher
Fundamentals of Bridge Maintenance

Transportation Performance Management

Transportation Performance Management for Pavements
The Role of Data in Transportation Performance Management

Transportation Planning

FHWA Planning and Research Grants [Series]
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